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Abstract: Research has shown that spatial ability plays a key role in understanding STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) content, including chemistry. Conservation of Matter
(CoM) is an essential but challenging topic for chemistry students of all ages to grasp; it is often taught
in a way where students memorize it but do not learn what it means conceptually. This research
explored the relationship between understanding spatial ability and conceptual understanding of
CoM in middle school students. CoM was examined in two ways using the Conservation of Matter
Assessment (CoMA): through questions on conservation of atoms and the conservation of mass.
Spatial ability was measured using the Purdue Spatial Visual Test: Rotations (PSVT). Significant,
moderate correlations were found between spatial ability and understanding of CoM prior to and
after a chemistry unit including instruction on CoM; the correlation was stronger after instruction.
Scores on the PSVT and CoMA significantly increased pre to post instruction. The data show spatial
ability may impact students’ understanding of CoM, which contributes to the literature on factors
that impact students’ understanding of chemistry. Additionally, it provides evidence that teachers
should consider including spatially rich experiences in their chemistry classroom, such as making
explicit connections between the areas of Johnstone’s Triad.
Keywords: chemistry; spatial ability; middle school; conservation of matter
1. Introduction
Students learn chemistry mostly through 2-D visualizations representing 3-D struc-
tures and chemistry concepts [1]. Students struggle to understand that atoms are neither
created nor destroyed, instead rearranging themselves in chemical reactions [2]. In the
United States Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), the performance expectation
MS-PS1-5 states that students must “develop and use a model to describe how the total
number of atoms does not change in a chemical reaction and thus mass is conserved” [3].
As a result, they struggle to make meaningful connections from the representations of
the particulate domain to observable natural phenomena, also called the macroscopic
domain [4]. This ability to make the connection is important for understanding the funda-
mental concept of conservation of matter, which is introduced in middle school chemistry.
Students hold many misconceptions about conservation of matter, and traditional teaching
methods fail to address these misconceptions [5]. One reason is students’ difficulty in
connecting the macroscopic phenomena with which we can directly interact or observe
with the particulate (or sub-microscopic) level where the chemistry is happening and com-
municating these ideas in the heavily symbolic language of chemistry [6,7]. How do we
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help students understand the complexities behind molecules and atoms, which is necessary
to understanding conservation of matter? Enhancing students’ spatial understanding may
help students grasp this complex yet fundamental idea. In college level chemistry courses,
students with high spatial ability performed better than those considered to have low
spatial ability [8]. In addition, high spatial ability has been linked to success in STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) in college and beyond. Students who
had a strong spatial ability at 13 years old were more likely to earn degrees in STEM and
obtain prestigious jobs [9,10]. Developing these skills early on can have a lasting impact
on a student’s education. Prior research has not explored the connection between spatial
thinking and the fundamental concept of conservation of matter. This study addresses
the link between spatial thinking and understanding of conservation of matter in middle
school students through the research question: In what ways do spatial abilities relate to
middle school students’ understanding of the conservation of matter?
2. Background Literature
Many students of all ages find learning chemistry difficult and are often unsuccess-
ful in doing so [11]. One reason is the multiple levels at which chemistry is described.
Johnstone [6,7] described this problem; chemistry requires using representations and sym-
bolism to describe matter and its interactions at the macroscopic and sub-microscopic
levels. To understand chemistry, a person must be able to simultaneously understand the
phenomena with which we can directly interact, and the interactions of particles too small
to see. The behavior of these tiny particles explains the macroscopic phenomena we can
observe. A person must be able to freely move among this triad of sub-microscopic (i.e.,
molecular/atomic/subatomic), macroscopic (i.e., what we can easily see with the naked
eye), and symbolic (i.e., physical models or drawings of chemical phenomena, symbols,
equations) levels of understanding in order to understand chemistry [7]. Chemistry profes-
sionals are able to easily slide from area to area in this triad, blending the areas as necessary
for a given situation while novices often get stuck on one edge or vertex of this triangle. It
is a challenge to work with all three levels at the same time but it is necessary to do so in
order to adequately explain and understand chemical phenomena [12,13]. Johnstone [7]
illustrates the problem of teaching chemistry to beginners by describing a situation where
students are shown three piles of powder: carbon, sulfur, and silicon. Each of these are
easily identified as an element to a chemist, but to the novice they are piles of black, yel-
low, or brown powder. At the macroscopic level, students can see the colored powder,
but would have to assume the sub-microscopic level description of the powders is correct.
To complicate matters, Johnstone describes adding three more piles: CuO (copper (II) oxide,
a black powder), PbO2 (lead (IV) oxide, a brown powder), and PbO (lead (II) oxide, a
yellow powder). Again, the novice can perceive the macroscopic appearance, but would
have to trust the chemist that these powders are compounds rather than elements as be-
fore. Johnstone [7] notes that in “trying to ‘sell’ the concepts of element and compound,
we are simultaneously having to ‘sell’ the sub micro concepts of atom and molecule and
representing all of this by symbols, formulas, and equations. We are in the middle of the
triangle . . . and few of our students follow us there” easily (p. 704).
Another reason students find learning chemistry challenging is that they fail to un-
derstand fundamental concepts in chemistry leaving them unable to understand more
advanced concepts that build on these basic ideas as a result [14]. Conservation of matter
is a fundamental concept that students must know. The Law of Conservation of Matter
states that matter is neither created nor destroyed; the atoms in the reactants are rearranged
to form the products [4]. Thus, the mass in a closed system must be the same for the
reactants as it is for the products. It is a fundamental law in science and understanding
this principle is important for understanding chemistry [15]. Students will see this concept
many times throughout their STEM education and are expected to apply this concept to
various phenomena. In addition to middle school chemistry, conservation of matter is
prevalent in biology. For instance, students must understand conservation of matter in
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order to understand how atoms in the reactants of photosynthesis (carbon dioxide and
water) rearrange to form the products (glucose and oxygen); atoms are neither created nor
destroyed. It is thus important to teach this concept to students to help them be successful
in understanding STEM content.
Unfortunately, this concept is often difficult for students of all ages to master [16]. It
requires higher level thinking skills and reasoning. Molecules and atoms are an abstract
concept and they cannot be easily observed in the science classroom. One problem is that
students often use their prior knowledge and what they see to explain a phenomenon [5].
For example, Piaget and Inhelder [17] found that when younger children were asked to
predict what would happen to the mass of water if sugar was added and then dissolved,
they predicted that the mass would not change (as cited in [4]). Students did not think that
the sugar contributed to the total mass of the substance since it dissolved; they incorrectly
assumed that it had “disappeared” since they could no longer see the sugar. Their previous
knowledge and lack of reasoning hindered their ability to understand this important
concept. Another challenge for middle school students is their fragmented, rather than
coherent, explanatory frameworks of understanding of science [18]. As students encounter
new information, they struggle to make appropriate connections to build a coherent
understanding framework because there are gaps in their prior conceptual understanding
of related phenomena.
Misconceptions are prevalent in high school students as well. Özmen and Ayas [4]
observed that about half of students in the tenth grade, from Turkey, still struggled to
apply the conservation of matter principle to problems and held many misconceptions
even after receiving instruction. Common misconceptions included: “a solid is heavier
than a gas” and “when a chemical combustion happens in a closed system, the total mass
decreases” [4]. Traditional methods of teaching conservation of matter fail to address the
common misconceptions students hold, suggesting that the current method of instruction
is not effective [5]. The students are failing to assimilate new knowledge into their current
knowledge base, and are instead using their intuition and prior knowledge alone to solve
problems concerning conservation of matter. Educators have to be aware of students’ prior
knowledge because it will conflict with their learning of conservation of matter.
Lohman [19] defined spatial ability as “the ability to generate, retain, and manipulate
abstract visual images” (as cited in [4], p. 352). Spatial ability is an important skill in
the science classroom, particularly in chemistry. Strong spatial ability is not only helpful
in understanding chemistry, these skills are transferable to a variety of subjects, such as
biology, math, and even art [9,20]. Developing spatial ability would help middle school
students in the performance expectation, “develop and use a model to describe how the
total number of atoms does not change in a chemical reaction and thus mass is conserved,”
because they would be able to mentally picture the atoms and how they rearrange in
space [3]. Students who have low spatial skills would probably find the task of mentally
picturing the atoms and how they rearrange difficult. In one study, college students
who had a high spatial ability consistently performed better on various chemistry tasks
compared to students classified as having low spatial ability [8]. Developing these skills
early on is important to a student’s STEM education. Research has shown that students
that develop this ability early on are likely to succeed in STEM [9]. Failing to develop these
skills could create obstacles for students, ultimately leading to them deciding to not seek a
career in STEM.
Contrary to some beliefs, spatial abilities can be improved through intervention.
Sorby [21] showed in her study that you can develop the spatial skills of students through
practice; this skill is not a fixed, innate ability. Giving students visual tools that they can
manipulate can help them develop their spatial skills [21]. Newcombe [22] suggested that
educators can improve the spatial skills of their students through two strategies: by directly
developing spatial skills through activities designed for the particular age group in question
or by incorporating spatial skills into the curriculum, such as the use of visual and symbolic
systems. For adolescents and adults, Newcombe [22] suggested that spatially-oriented
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curriculum and direct spatial training is the most beneficial. This includes spoken and
written language, diagrams, maps, sketches, gestures, and graphs. In chemistry, this
could include students sketching diagrams of the chemical system under consideration
or using gesture to relate spatially important pieces of the phenomenon. Unfortunately,
students often believe that spatial skills are determined by genetics, which can have a
negative impact on their experience with STEM [21]. This phenomenon is particularly
seen in female students, which may contribute to their decision to not pursue a career in
STEM [21]. One reason students may feel this way is that educators fail to develop this skill,
leaving students to figure it out on their own [23]. It is imperative that educators develop
the spatial skills of their students to help them feel more confident in STEM, which may
lead to them feeling more confident to pursue a career in STEM.
Strengthening students’ spatial abilities can help them develop a better understanding
of conservation of matter. Middle school students struggle to understand chemistry at the
particulate level (sub-microscopic level in Johnstone’s terms [7]), which prevents them from
understanding the idea that atoms can rearrange in chemical reactions [24]. Educators can
help students understand conservation of matter at the particulate level by strengthening
their spatial skills. In one study, students that were given computer materials and/or a
ball and stick model understood abstract chemistry concepts more and were more likely
to retain knowledge of organic molecular structures [25]. Educators can use 3-D visual
tools to help develop students’ knowledge of conservation of matter at the particulate level.
In addition, drawing regular connections to the particulate level and the symbolic level
can help students understand how atoms are rearranging in observable phenomenon [4]
(pg. 358). Making the material more relevant to the students’ lives can help resolve
misconceptions [2]. It is important that the content is made relevant to students so that
they can assimilate their knowledge of conservation of matter at the particulate level in
their explanations of observable phenomena.
Spatial ability has also been shown to help students with problem-solving skills in
chemistry [8,26,27]. In organic chemistry, students with stronger spatial skills performed
better on questions that required problem-solving skills [28]. Students with strong spatial
skills are likely better at problem-solving because they represent complex ideas with
diagrams and images [1] (p. 477). Developing the students’ spatial skills can help them
solve problems regarding conservation of matter that require them to apply the concept to
novel situations.
3. Materials and Methods
This study included seventh-grade students who completed the Conservation of
Matter Assessment (CoMA; [29]) and the Purdue Spatial Visualization Test of Rotations
(PSVT; [26]) prior to and after receiving chemistry instruction that included lessons on
conservation of matter. Students (N = 388) were drawn from seven teachers’ classrooms in
three schools in the south east central United States. After collection, the data was analyzed
for statistical significance and then individual students and individual responses were
examined further. This study addresses the research question: In what ways do spatial
abilities relate to middle school students’ understanding of the conservation of matter?
The three schools were public middle schools located in two neighboring school
districts. Student demographics for the schools are in Table 1. Schools A and B are in one
district, while School C is in a neighboring district. There were three teachers at School
A and two teachers at each of the other schools. Teachers had 2–19 years of teaching
experience; all were licensed to teach middle school science. All of these schools use
the NGSS middle school science standards following the integrated science model for
how the standards are distributed across grades. In this model, students learn about
chemistry in both sixth and seventh grade but not eighth grade. In sixth grade, the focus
is on the structure of the atom, molecules, and the nature of matter. In seventh grade,
the standards focus on chemical reactions, thermochemistry, and conservation of matter.
Teachers in this study used the Chemical Reactions Engineered to Address Thermal Energy
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Situations (CREATES) unit as their seventh-grade chemistry unit [30]. This unit includes
six lessons and two projects to explore chemical reactions and thermochemistry topics. The
unit employs a project-based framework around the question, “How can I use chemical
reactions to keep me comfortable?” [30] (p. 113). Students learn about reactants and
products in a chemical reaction and how the atoms may rearrange and conserve the mass
during a chemical reaction in lesson 3. Then, in lesson 4, students further explore the
conservation of matter by observing chemical and physical changes and drawing them at
the macroscopic and particulate levels. Afterwards, they learn about Antoine Lavoisier
and his work on the conservation of matter. Students are presented with four scenarios
and asked to choose and test the one they think will confirm the conservation of matter.
Then, they discuss their results as a class and determine which scenario was best and
why. They complete the lesson by writing a letter explaining what they learned about.
Traditionally, the Law of Conservation of Matter is often defined and students are left to
understand how to apply it themselves. In CREATES, conservation of matter is explicitly
taught by discussing what it means as well as applying it in context. The unit includes
an engineering design project that involves creating a hot pack or cold pack. Students
need to apply what they learned to design and produce a functional hot pack or cold
pack. The end of the unit wraps up with the completion and sharing of student-designed
projects that address the driving question. Throughout the unit, teachers ask students to
draw and explain what is happening within each lesson. These drawings include both
the macroscopic (i.e., what can be observed with the naked eye) and the particulate (i.e.,
what is happening at the atomic or molecular levels that we cannot directly observe) levels,
making a connection between what we see and where the chemistry is happening. These
drawings provide opportunities to incorporate spatial thinking training as promoted by
Newcombe [22] in addition to addressing the challenges of the multiple levels of chemistry
as noted by Johnstone [6,7]. Teachers received a week of professional development (PD) in
the summer prior to teaching the unit. The PD included having the teachers experience the
unit as learners as well as instruction on how and why the lessons were designed as they
were. The teachers also learned about the project-based framework and why incorporating
spatial experiences was important, including making explicit connections between the
macroscopic and sub-microscopic levels through drawings and explanations when possible
throughout the unit.
Table 1. Student Demographics.
White Hispanic or Latino African American Other Economically Disadvantaged
A 69.1% 9.4% 8.7% 12.8% 41.2%
B 56.3% 12.3% 20.8% 10.6% 53.3%
C 68.1% 8.9% 13.9% 9.1% 60.0%
The Conservation of Matter Assessment (CoMA; [29]) is a ten-item instrument that
measures students’ understanding of the conservation of matter. Four of the questions
on this assessment are open-ended; a rubric (see Appendix A) was adapted from the
Conservation of Matter Assessment Manual [29] that considered both whether the student
was able to correctly identify if the mass should change as well as the reasoning given.
In order to receive the highest score on a question (4 points), the student needed to both
identify the change (or lack of) in mass as well as provide a thorough explanation. The
CoMA questions consist of a question asking for the change in mass (more, less, same) after
an action paired with a question asking students to explain their reasoning for the previous
response. There are four pairs of questions followed by two multiple choice questions.
The mass and explanation pairs were each scored using rubrics with a total of 4 points
possible for each pair. The multiple-choice questions were scored either correct or incorrect
for one point possible on each. The CoMA had a total of 18 possible points. Two chemistry
teachers scored the CoMA responses independently using the rubric, discussing a subset
of the scores to establish interrater reliability. Upon initial scoring, the two raters agreed
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on 75% of the scores. After discussion, this rose to 100% as differences in scoring were
identified; the scorers rescored discrepant cases as needed to come to an agreement.
The Purdue Spatial Visualization Test of Rotations (PSVT; [26]) is a 20-question as-
sessment of the mental rotation ability of students. Each question provides an analogy for
students to apply; a block is shown rotated, and students are asked to choose a block that
illustrates how a new block would look if rotated in the same manner as the first pair. The
PSVT was scored as correct/incorrect for each question, giving a total of 20 possible points;
student scores are reported here as percentage correct.
Spearman’s Correlations and Sign tests were conducted to examine the relationship
between students’ spatial thinking (specifically, mental rotation ability) and understanding
of conservation of matter. Spearman’s Rho was used over Pearson’s correlation as the
data was non-normally distributed. Similarly, a sign test was chosen over a parametric
test to observe whether there were significant pre- to post-assessment changes in stu-
dents’ performance. In addition to these quantitative, statistical tests, individual student
responses were also examined. First, the results are presented for three example students
(see Tables 2 and 3). These example students were chosen as they scored very low (Anna,
5% or one question correct), in the middle (Katie, 45% or 9 questions correct), or very high
(Sam, 90% or 18 questions correct) on the PSVT prior to instruction. While all three students
received perfect scores on the final CoMA, their PSVT scores continued to vary. Second,
additional example student responses to illustrate the rubric scores are shown in Table 4.










Anna 5% 9 50% 18
Katie 45% 4 45% 18
Sam 90% 12 80% 18
Table 3. Example student responses on CoMA, varied by spatial ability.
Prior to Intervention Post-Intervention
Atoms Mass Atoms Mass
Anna
More atoms in the bag after
the reaction because “the
bag expanded meaning
there is more” than before.
“It expanded.”
Number of atoms would
be the same after mixing
the substances because
“matter is not created
or destroyed.”




Number of atoms would
increase after mixing the
substances because “when
objects mix with atoms the




come together and atoms
combine the less mass they
will have.”
Number of atoms does not
change after mixing
substances “since it was a
closed system, no matter
could get in or leave.”
Mass does not change after
mixing substances because
“In the conservation of
mass, it states that mass is
not created or destroyed in
a closed system.”
Sam
Number of atoms would
stay the same because
“there is still the same
amount because they were
just mixed.”
Mass would decrease after
the substances mixed
because “some of the
atoms turned to gas.”
Number of atoms wouldn’t
change because “the
atoms are not created
neither destroyed”
Mass would not change
because “the atoms are not
created neither destroyed.”
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Table 4. Representative student responses on CoMA rubric.
Score S/M/L Atoms Responses Mass Responses
4 Same (S)
“in a closed system matter can’t escape or
come in so it’s the same.”
“It is the same since atoms cannot get into or
out of the bag.”
“There would be the same amount of atoms,
even though they would be moving more
freely as a gas.”
“The atoms would be the same because in
matter atoms are not created or destroyed.”
“Atoms make up all matter. Matter has
weight. Again, because of the closed
system, no atoms can get in or out.”
“It’s the same because all you are doing is
mixing the two item and not adding
anything to change the mass.”
“The total mass would be the same because
the perfume atoms are still the same.”
“Mass cannot be created nor destroyed.”
3 Same (S)
“Because the baking soda and orange juice
can’t make more atoms”
“atoms were moved to the bubbles”
“it’s still the same perfume.”
“it’s just mixed”
“the bag stays the same”
2 More (M) or Less (L)
“because when you mixed things together
you are going to have more atoms then you
started out with”
“another substance was made”
“gas is being released”
“gasses have less mass than liquids”
“most of the molecules evaporated with the
elements of the perfume”
1 More (M) or Less (L)
“it has more because the matter spaced the
atoms apart”
“because you can see the bubble”
“the orange juice and baking soda mixed so
some of the baking soda dissolved”
“The perfume disappeared.”
“I answered less because the liquid perfume
has more atoms than gas.”
“forming new substance”
“she picked up what was left that didn’t
turn into a gas”
“because one is a liquid and one is a gas”
“because those atoms are still lost in the air









Spearman’s correlation was run to determine the relationship between students’ spa-
tial reasoning scores (PSVT) and chemistry content knowledge scores (CoMA) prior to
and after the students experienced a chemistry unit (CREATES) [30] in 7th grade that
included explicit instruction on conservation of matter (See Table 1). A moderate, positive
correlation was found between PSVT and CoMA scores both prior to (rs(386) = 0.279,
p < 0.01) and after the chemistry unit (rs(378) = 0.431, p < 0.01). An exact sign test was used
to compare the differences in students’ pre- and post-instruction assessment scores on the
CoMA and the PSVT. Students’ median post-assessment scores were significantly better
than pre-assessment scores for both the overall CoMA (difference: 2.00; p = 0.000) and the
PSVT (difference: 4.73; p = 0.000). Prior to the unit, the mean score on the PSVT was 36.92%,
which rose to 41.33% after instruction. The median score on the CoMA prior to instruction
was 10 and after instruction was 12; the range of scores was from 0 (all incorrect) to 18
(all correct) in both cases.
One CoMA question asked about mixing orange juice and baking soda in a closed,
zip-top bag. Students were expected to state whether there were the same, more, or less
atoms in the bag and then to explain their response. The next question asked whether
there were the same, more, or less mass in the bag after the substances were mixed. See
Tables 3 and 4 for example student responses. One student (Anna) on the pre-assessment
responded to the first question saying that there were more atoms in the bag after the
reaction because “the bag expanded meaning there is more” than before. Anna justified
her response of more mass by simply saying “it expanded.” She received scores of 2 and 1
on these questions, respectively. On the post-assessment, Anna said the number of atoms
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would be the same after mixing the substances because “matter is not created or destroyed”
and the mass would be the same because “atoms weigh the same.” Anna received a score
of 4 on both questions. Anna received a score of 9 on the pre-assessment and 18 on the
post-assessment. Another student (Katie) answered the first question on the pre-assessment
by saying the number of atoms would increase after mixing the substances because “when
objects mix with atoms the more atoms they are going to have.” She also said the mass
would decrease because “when objects come together and atoms combine the less mass
they will have.” Paradoxically, to this student more atoms seemed to equate to less mass.
On the post-assessment, Katie responded that neither the number of atoms nor the mass
would change after mixing the substances, justifying the consistent number of atoms with
“since it was a closed system, no matter could get in or leave” and the consistent mass
with “In the conservation of mass, it states that mass is not created or destroyed in a closed
system.” Katie received an overall score of 4 on the pre-assessment and a score of 18 on the
post-assessment. A third student (Sam) scored 16 on the pre-assessment CoMA and 18 on
the post-assessment. He said that the number of atoms would stay the same because “there
is still the same amount because they were just mixed” but showed a misconception about
the mass, saying it would decrease after the substances mixed because “some of the atoms
turned to gas.” On the post-assessment, Sam said the number of atoms wouldn’t change
because “the atoms are not created neither destroyed,” and the mass would not change
because “the atoms are not created neither destroyed.” Sam scored 12 on the pre-assessment
and 18 on the post-assessment CoMA. Prior to the chemistry unit, Anna scored 5% on the
PSVT, Katie scored 45%, and Sam scored 90%. After instruction, Anna improved to 50% on
the PSVT, Katie stayed at 45%, and Sam’s score was 80%.
5. Discussion
This study examined the connection between spatial ability and student understand-
ing of the fundamental chemistry concept of conservation of matter. This study adds to
the body of literature on spatial thinking in chemistry in that it highlights the relationship
between understanding chemistry and spatial ability at the middle school level. Previous
research has shown students with higher spatial ability perform better in college-level
chemistry, but little research has been done at the middle school level [8]. Wu and Shah [1]
called for more work to be done examining the relationship between visuospatial thinking
and understanding chemistry at the pre-college level. Middle school is an important time
of transition, where chemistry is addressed from a particulate view rather than the macro-
scopic view on which the elementary standards are based [31]. Additionally, the NGSS
introduces fundamental ideas in chemistry such as conservation of matter, thermochem-
istry, and the particulate nature of matter at the middle level [3]. Middle school is also
an important time for considering the role of spatial reasoning in understanding content
because preteens undergo a second wave of brain development in the area of spatial rea-
soning, placing them at an ideal age for improving spatial reasoning [32]. In addition,
novices rely more on decontextualized spatial abilities than experts do, making spatial rea-
soning potentially more important at earlier ages than for students later into their studies
in chemistry [33].
It is important to develop the spatial skills of students to help them understand
complex concepts in chemistry, especially at the particulate level. In this study, the pos-
itive correlation between the PSVT and CoMA scores increased significantly after direct
intervention. Prior to intervention, students struggled to understand that molecules rear-
range in chemical reactions and that matter is conserved in a closed system. For example,
Anna thought that the number of atoms would increase if you mixed orange juice and
baking soda in a closed bag. Strengthening students’ spatial skills likely helped them be
able to better visualize how atoms rearrange in chemical reactions. After intervention,
Anna’s PSVT score increased from 5% to 50% and her CoMA score increased from a 9 to
an 18. When presented with the same problem regarding mixing orange juice and baking
soda in a closed bag, she answered that the number of atoms would be the same after mix-
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ing the substances because “matter is not created or destroyed.” In addition, the students
understood the concept of a closed system better. For example, Katie stated “since it was a
closed system, no matter could get in or leave.” Strengthening the students’ spatial ability
may have helped them better understand the conservation of mass because the students
could visualize the atoms and how they were interacting. In both the questions about
atoms and mass being conserved, we see students better making the connection between
the macroscopic phenomenon they can observe and the sub-microscopic or particulate
level where the chemistry is happening which Johnstone highlighted as an important skill
in order to understand chemistry [6,7].
The results from the individual questions on the CoMA also show that students with
lower spatial ability had less accurate and/or less complete explanations for the conser-
vation of matter after substances were mixed than students with higher spatial abilities.
Students with lower spatial abilities often provided nonsensical or irrelevant explanations,
if they offered any at all. Some said things like “it would bubble up then dissolve” or
“yes, because they can be taken apart” or simply “it mixed.” Other students would simply
state “Law of Conservation of Mass” with no further explanation. Students that have
lower spatial abilities tend to depend on their observations and prior knowledge [5]. None
of these responses address why the mass or number of atoms would remain constant.
Samarapungavan and Wiers [18] found that middle school students tended to have frag-
mented rather than coherent explanatory frameworks of understanding of science. This is
evidenced by the students who were able to provide partial answers but not fully explain
them. They may still be making connections to the conservation of matter within their
explanatory framework.
The CREATES unit may have helped to improve the spatial ability of the students in
addition to improving their understanding of conservation of matter, though the improve-
ment in spatial ability may also have been caused by other factors such as maturation of
students, instruction in other courses, or the improvement could have been coincidental.
The lessons in CREATES frequently make connections to the particulate nature of mat-
ter [30]. Making frequent connections from the particulate view to the macroscopic view
can help students better understand the science behind observable phenomenon [4]. As
Johnstone [6,7] noted, novices in chemistry often get stuck on one vertex of the chemistry
triad. In our study, many students seemed to be stuck on the macroscopic views of mat-
ter, having difficulty in connecting it to the particulate level. While they could respond
to questions about what happened to the atoms and the mass in each of the situations,
many did not make the connection in their explanations. Looking at the example responses
in Table 4, students who scored a 4 on the mass open response questions often included
both mass and atoms in their explanation for why the mass did not change. However,
for lower-scored responses, the answers students provided were both increasingly vague
as the scores decreased and less likely to refer to atoms. In looking at the example students
on Table 3, the student with the lowest spatial scores on the pre-assessment simply said
“it expanded” without mentioning mass or atoms. On her post-assessment, she mentioned
both atoms and weight. Her response about atoms was also less vague after instruction
than prior to instruction. While Katie (the mid-spatial score) did not mention atoms in
her response about mass after instruction, Sam (highest spatial scores) provided a succinct
explanation that mentioned the atoms as the reason for the mass not changing. In terms of
the chemistry triad [6,7], Sam’s responses suggest he is able to make connections between
the macroscopic and sub-microscopic (or particulate) levels of matter. Sam was able to do
this both prior to and after instruction, though his responses suggested he incorporated the
definition of the Law of Conservation of Matter into his explanatory schema. Anna was
also to make this macroscopic-particulate connection after instruction. Her explanations
also improved in general; her spatial scores (5% to 50%) paralleled this change. Katie,
however, did not show a similar change. Her responses prior to instruction mentioned
both atoms and mass, but did not make the connection that mass was conserved because
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the atoms were conserved. Her post-instruction response did not mention atoms at all,
though she did mention the definition of the Law of Conservation of Matter.
Even prior to any intervention, there was a positive correlation between the PSVT
and the CoMA; students who performed better on the PSVT were more likely to perform
better on the CoMA. This is similar to what Carter et al. [8] found in their study; college
students that performed better on spatial ability tests were more likely to perform better
on general chemistry exams. Not only do spatial skills help students understand concepts
at the particulate level, spatial skills make it easier for students to understand complex
problems [8]. Carter found that students labeled as having a strong spatial ability performed
better on tasks that required spatial skills, such as predicting structures of ionic solids,
and tasks that were not necessarily spatial in nature, such as stoichiometry problems [8]. It is
likely that students with stronger spatial skills are better able to “disembed and restructure
information” to understand complex problems [8] (p. 2). In this study, it is likely that the
student Sam performed better on the CoMA prior to any instruction because he had better
problem-solving skills, which is suggested by his high initial PSVT score (90%).
The concept of conservation of matter is fundamental to understanding chemistry [15].
Unfortunately, many students struggle with this concept [16]. Developing the spatial
skills of students may help further their understanding of the concept of conservation of
matter. Understanding the fundamental concepts in chemistry, such as conservation of
matter, is essential for building understanding of future topics [13]. In the schools in which
this data was collected, chemistry is taught in 6th and 7th grade, but not 8th grade. The
students in this sample will not formally receive chemistry instruction again until high
school, though they will see applications of chemistry concepts in other science courses. For
instance, when learning about any of the myriad topics in a biology course, students need
to be able to apply an understanding of the Law of Conservation of Mass. The human
body relies on a number of chemical reactions to function. The molecules in food that we
consume are broken down into smaller pieces through chemical reactions. Pieces of these
food molecules and/or individual atoms are used to store energy as different molecules
or are used in building structures in the body. Some are expelled as waste. Regardless of
what happens to the original molecules, none of the atoms or the mass of those atoms is
destroyed. While students may be able to memorize the Law of Conservation of Mass and
be able to share that matter is neither created nor destroyed, they need to understand what
that means in order to apply the concept, both within chemistry and within other courses.
5.1. Limitations and Future Research
A potential limitation to this study is that although all teachers used the same CRE-
ATES lessons, there may have been variations in how the information was taught to the
students. We also do not have information on how exactly the lessons on conservation of
matter were taught in the classroom. We know how the lesson was designed, but teachers
adapt lessons to fit their classrooms and students. This information could provide insight
into why students responded the way they did. For instance, did the teachers make explicit
connections between the macroscopic and sub-microscopic levels as was intended? Did
they make connections between the conservation of mass (i.e., the macroscopic view) and
the conservation of atoms (i.e., the sub-microscopic view) in the lessons?
Overall, significant, positive correlations were found between students’ performance
on a mental rotation assessment (PSVT) and an assessment of their understanding of
conservation of matter (CoMA). While we cannot infer any causal relationships, this data
shows the two are related. Future research should further investigate this link and why the
two are related. One possible avenue of investigation would be to consider interviewing
students further on the connection between atoms and mass being conserved. It would also
be helpful to know more about how teachers are talking about chemistry in the classroom
in terms of the chemistry triad [6,7]. Future research should also investigate teachers’
understanding of conservation of matter as well as their spatial awareness and skills.
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5.2. Implications for Teachers
The concept of conservation of matter in chemistry is fundamental to understand-
ing chemistry [15]. Unfortunately, many students struggle with this concept [16]. We
observed a significant increase in the median scores between the pre- and post-assessments,
highlighting the importance of developing the spatial ability of students in chemistry; de-
veloping the spatial skills of students may help further their understanding of the concept
of conservation of matter. Understanding the fundamental concepts in chemistry, such as
the conservation of matter, are essential for building understanding of future topics [13].
In the schools in which this data was collected, chemistry is taught in 6th and 7th grade,
but not 8th grade. The students in this sample will not receive formal chemistry instruction
again until high school, though they will see applications of chemistry concepts in other
science courses. For instance, when learning about any of the myriad topics in a biology
course, students need to be able to apply an understanding of the Law of Conservation
of Mass. The human body relies on a number of chemical reactions to function. The
molecules in food that we consume are broken down into smaller pieces through chemical
reactions. Pieces of these food molecules and/or individual atoms are used to store energy
as different molecules or are used in building structures in the body. Some are expelled
as waste. Regardless of what happens to the original molecules, none of the atoms or the
mass of those atoms is destroyed. While students may be able to memorize the Law of
Conservation of Mass and be able to share that matter is neither created nor destroyed,
they need to understand what that means in order to apply the concept, both within
chemistry and within other courses.
Educators have to be aware of the many misconceptions students have regarding the
conservation of matter, as highlighted in this study. Educators should also assess their
students’ prior knowledge of conservation of matter instead of assuming they already
understand it. Students with rudimentary understanding rely on observations and assume
that when a substance dissolves, it simply disappears [17], as cited in [2]. Traditional
teaching methods are not addressing these concerns, as shown by the continuation of
misconceptions into high school [2]. Educators need to address these concerns, instead of
assuming students have this base knowledge. Instruction should explicitly develop un-
derstanding of the particulate nature of matter through strengthening spatial ability. One
way to do this is through the use of visual tools; Copolo and Hounshell [25] found that
students who used computer materials and ball and stick models were better able to
grasp complex chemistry topics. Educators do not need to buy expensive software to help
develop students’ understanding of the particulate nature of matter. In the CREATES
lesson, many items used, such as orange juice and baking soda, can be purchased at a
local grocery store [30]. Being aware of misconceptions and addressing them will help
educators teach conservation of matter more effectively. This is important because, as stated
previously, conservation of matter shows up in higher levels of chemistry and in many
different subjects, such as biology [9,20,21].
It is also important to make the material relevant for the students [2]. The CREATES
unit does this by surrounding the activities around natural phenomena. For instance,
in lesson 2, they learn about physical and chemical changes in the context of making
cookies; in lesson 6, students have to explain how cold packs work and design their own
cold packs [30]. The CREATES lessons also employ spatially rich, hands-on activities.
Tools that the students can manipulate, such as blocks, help strengthen students’ spatial
ability [21]. Lesson 5 introduces the idea that atoms combine in constant ratios to make
molecules with the use of blocks [30]. It is important for educators to incorporate spatial
skills into curriculum, such as models, graphs, etc., to effectively develop the spatial ability
of their students [22]. In addition, specific, explicit connections need to be made to the
levels of chemistry Johnstone [6,7] mentioned; students cannot be expected to develop a
facility with moving among the areas of the chemistry triad on their own. The connections
between areas of the triad should be made explicit in the classroom as in CREATES where
students were asked to draw and explain both the macroscopic and sub-microscopic views.
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These types of activities could be a reason that students were able to improve their spatial
thinking skills along with their understanding of conservation of matter.
6. Conclusions
This study highlights the importance of developing middle schoolers’ spatial skills.
Students with stronger spatial skills, as measured by the PSVT, performed better on the
CoMA. We can only imply correlation, not causation, suggesting that more research needs
to be done in this area. Previous research has shown that there is a correlation between
spatial ability and higher levels of chemistry, such as organic chemistry, but little research
has been done to show the importance of spatial ability at the pre-college level. A recent
literature review by Oliver-Hoyo and Babilonia-Rosa [34] in the Journal of Chemical
Education has focused on the development of spatial skills at the college level. Why wait
until then? Wai, Lubinski, and Benbow [9] found that students who later earned STEM
degrees had significantly higher spatial abilities at age 13 than those who earned degrees
in other areas. Also, higher level achievements (e.g., earning a PhD vs. a BS) are predicted
by greater spatial ability [10]. More research needs to be done earlier in a child’s education,
since spatial skills are needed as early as middle school, where conservation of matter is
first introduced.
Perhaps one of the reasons students struggle to develop coherent frameworks of
science understanding is the lack of development of spatial thinking. Also, middle school
students struggle to understand chemistry at the particulate level [24]. Spatial thinking can
help students understand that molecules rearrange in space during a chemical reaction,
and are thus conserved. As a science education community, we need to be thinking about
how to create and encourage spatially rich experiences in our classrooms to promote both
the understanding of science and the development of spatial ability. Many educators do
not explicitly develop spatial skills, leaving students to figure it out on their own [23].
Hegarty [35] commented that the lack of emphasis on spatial thinking in schools is prevent-
ing “less able students from achievement in science” (p. 143). Failure to develop spatial
skills can be particularly harmful to female students. Other studies have found gender
differences in spatial thinking [8,18,21,22]. While no gender differences were found in this
study, these should be considered in future work on this topic.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Scoring rubric for number of atoms questions on the CoMA.





Matter not being created or destroyed
Nothing can get in or out of the bag (Jeff’s Task)
Atoms are rearranged
States “law of conservation of matter”
3 Same (S)
Student’s response does not include what is stated
above or insufficient explanation or No evidence of
reasoning about the task
2 More (M) or Less (L)
Student writes about:
Atoms getting in the bag
Atoms being created
New substance (Jeff’s Task)
Adding two groups of atoms makes more atoms
Or
Atoms disappear, are destroyed or evaporate
Atoms stay on the ground
1 More (M) or Less (L) Insufficient explanation or No evidence of reasoningabout the task
0 No Answer Blank/No evidence of reasoning about the task
Table A2. Scoring rubric for mass of atoms questions on the CoMA.





Matter not being created or destroyed
Nothing can get in or out of the bag (Jeff’s Task)
Atoms are rearranged
States “law of conservation of matter”
3 Same (S)
Student’s response does not include what is stated
above or insufficient explanation or no evidence of
reasoning about the task
2 More (M) or Less (L)
Student writes about:
Atoms getting in the bag
Atoms being created
More mass because atoms expanded
Liquids and wet substances weigh more
Greater volume, greater mass
Or
Atoms disappear, are destroyed or evaporate
Gases weighing less
Gases have no mass
Atoms get smaller and weigh less
Atoms getting lighter and weighing less
1 More (M) or Less (L) Insufficient explanation or no evidence of reasoningabout the task
0 No Answer Blank/No evidence of reasoning about the task
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